
TRIANON 1920-2020
ASSASSINATION OF THE WORLD

"What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder."
~ Matthew 19:6

“For whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.”
~ Luke 14:11

“And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.”
~ John 8:32

“If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil: but if well, why smitest thou me?”
~ John 18:23

“O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory? The sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin is the law.”
~ 1 Corinthians 15:55-56

“And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up his hand to heaven, And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever, who
created heaven, and the things that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein are, and the sea, 

and the things which are therein, that there should be time no longer”
~ Revelations 10:5-6

“Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, 
because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.”

~ Revelations 12:12

“THE WATER RUNS, THE ROCK REMAINS.”
~ Albert Wass (Hungarian writer 1908-1998)



WHETHER THE 21ST CENTURY SHALL BE THE CENTURY OF TRUTH, 
OR THERE SHALL BE CENTURIES NO MORE.

WE MUST REMEMBER! REMEMBER THE PAST!

To the nations of Europe!  (and not only)

Time of the Truth1 has arrived! For what is Life worth without Truth? Above all, what is Life worth without past,
without remembrance? Europe must remember, must remember and never forget. Never forget the “treaty” of
Trianon! After one hundred years of the shameful, so called “peace treaty” from Trianon, Versailles, France (1920,
June the 4th) Europe is facing its own Trianon. The pattern of events are eerily similar. The deportation of foreign
population, that do not want to and can not integrate into the already established cultural, religious and political
entity. A total political and economical chaos made artificially by unseen forces. A social collapse and the moral
and cultural decline dragging into hatred nation against nation, while the profiteers with a vicious grin on their
faces  add up the numbers.  The outcome shall  be none other then the utter and absolute  dismemberment of
Europe, further more, the abolishment of its nations. All these will be backed up by the authorities holding the
power under the illusion of authority, by the academy and the so called intellectuals along with the political figures
that on the outside are very European but behind the scenes do exactly the reverse of what is needed for the
salvation of Europe. Is Europe doomed to repeat history out of its blindness or will it face reality and come to
terms with the past? Not doing so might cause its end. This shall not be a simple dismemberment but an ultimate
annihilation. What is happening today with Europe is nothing else but the outcome of the hatred that ruined
Hungary  and was  pointed  towards  the  Magyar  nation,  culminating  with  the  “treaty”  of  Trianon.  What  goes
around, comes around. After the act of Trianon, Hungary has become the only country in the world that borders
its self!

“The subject of the chase was the defeated Hungary. It lived to see that the Trianon dictate took 71,5% of its territory, and 63,6% of its
population; the latter meaning a decline from 18 million – not counting Croatia-Slavonia – to 8 million people.” (Pozzi, Henri: Les
Coupables. Paris, 1934. p 256) (French politician)
„Hungary lost 62,2% of its rail system, 73,8% of its road network, 64,6% of its navigable waterway.”
„We can say that except for its agriculture almost its entire natural source of raw materials; that is 88% of its woods, 83% of its mines
became parts of the successor states.”  (Dupuis, René: Le Probléme Hongroise. Paris, 1931. p 47-48)

Europe with the danger that is facing will not be “so lucky”. First it can not tell friend from foe, secondly, doesn't
even know about or recognize the problem of Trianon. Above all, does not know the difference between victim and
aggressor. If Europe and the nations of Europe will watch silently, will end up the same way as the Magyars after
1920, watching disparately how their own land becomes the country of others. How historical figures and national
heroes along with national symbols become the heroes and symbols of other new, artificially created “nations”. 2

Foreigners who rewrite history in their own liking, make laws and interpret them as they see fit, destroying the past
to create their own utopian future while playing the victim in the scheme of sanctimony.

A great role in the dismemberment of Hungary was played by the mainstream media. Using propaganda, deceitful
lies have been spread across Europe regarding Hungary. Mainly in the French, British and American news papers.
The lies were about the “oppression” of the other nationalities by Hungary3. Meanwhile forgetting that for example

1 “I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.” (John 14:6) “To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness 
unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice.” (John 18:37)

2 The Slovakian anthem is a Hungarian folk song, its coat of arms, the Double Cross - Three Hill Mound (Kettős kereszt - Hármas halom) is that of the Hungarian Apostolic Kingdom. In the 
newly created Rumania figures like Mátyás király (king Matthias Corvinus, 1443 – 1490) suddenly become “Rumanian” or “Wallachian”, while his father Hunyadi János (John Hunyadi, 1407 
–  1456) becomes Serbian national hero. Note that in “rumanian” language there is no notion fore home or homeland.(!!!)

3 At the turn of the century (1900), in Hungary, namingly Transylvania were more Rumanian schools then in the Rumanian Kingdom (Regat). Other regions had no Hungarian schools at all.



the headquarters of “Rumanian intelligentsia” was none other then Budapest. Here they created the fairy tale of the
false national identity of being the “descendants” of the Roman Empire. May be reminded that Rome was always
regarded as the Antichrist! Nomen est omen. Unfortunately not much changed in a hundred years, they still don't
know where they are (geographically) due to the religious fanaticisms and blind faith (orthodoxy). The same tools
are  used  today  and Europe  still  remains  chained  to  the  false  image  created by  the  mainstream media  about
Hungarians. Since then what the west knows about Hungarians is all based on these artificialities.  This is very
important, since the manipulation of the west has never ceased. Now with the influx of the so called immigrants,
Europe is facing the very same situation. 

“Had Hungary want to force assimilate the nationalities, it would have had power and centuries to do it… Hungary did not follow the
example and politics of either the French kings or that of the empire or the revolution. Due to its thousand years’ political centralism
France  endured its  defeats  in  1815 and in 1871.  Hungary  was  punished for  neglecting  its  unifying  policies  and that  allowed the
nationalities to grow freely on its territory… Had Hungary really suppressed them, they would be long gone and Hungary would not get
between the Trianon borders. The history of suppress by which other nations could suffer so much, is only a simple tale. On the contrary,
Hungarians became victims of their liberal politics. The beneficiaries of Trianon have never exercised the patience and generosity with
Hungarian citizens subjected to them.” (Dami, Aldo: Le Hongrie  De Demain. Paris,  1932, p.  97) (a Swiss historian specialized in
minority issues)

Trianon was the greatest crime against humanity ever made, an assassination attempt against a whole nation, and
the whole of humanity. Why? One should know that the Magyars are the nation of Virgin Mary (Beata Mater
Virginis, Mother Goddess, Boldogasszony4) and Her land that is also Her body, is Hungary, i.e. the Hungarian
Kingdom, the Carpathian Basin. Therefore this was none other then an attempt to deprive the whole humanity of
Virgin Mary, the Virgin Mother. Those involved are the descendants, at least spiritually, of those who crucified Her
son, Jesus Christ. And just as any “good” criminal, they don't like it if their victim survives or there are witnesses
who could tell. She's also regarded as the Mother and Queen of Hungarians (See addendum).

This atrocious and tremendous attempt did not finish, it's second phase has become what is know as the “Trianon
Syndrome”.  The people living on the peripheral parts of the Carpathian Basin were turned into nations with
thousands of years old (fake) history and fuelled with constant hatred against Hungarians and the memory of the
Hungarian Kingdom that once was their home and shelter. They hate and scorn the Magyars, not because they did
any wrong, but because they are right and a great unrighteousness has been done to them. Hating with the utmost
hatred the spiritual sovereignty and the unique cultural identity of this nation. Yet the course is still not finished.
Magyars on the occupied, dismembered territories are still living under oppression, under constant psychological
warfare, undergoing forced assimilation through Latinization and Slavization5. It all comes down to as Jesus has
said: “I speak that which I have seen with my Father: and ye do that which ye have seen with your father.” ~John 8:38

Even after one hundred of years the remembrance of the forced “peace” is highly controversial and regarded by the
politically states created artificially by the bolshevik dictatorship from the body of Hungary as a “national threat”.
Then declare  Truth  as  extremism and radicalism.  From the  history  of  humanity  we  only  know of  one  such
character that was caught, blamed, sentenced for what it  had not done and then murdered. Being considered
“highly controversial” and also “politically incorrect”. That was Jesus Christ. But the evil doers forget the most
important of all things, that the story does not end with the crucifixion, the next and final stage is the resurrection!

4Boldogasszony: “There is no equivalent phrase in English to the Hungarian Boldogasszony. The English term “Holy Virgin” refers to Mary only, Boldogasszony is integrated to Hungarian
Christianity from our ancient religion. Our Boldogasszony religion dates way back before the Jesus times. Our Boldogasszony is like Mother Goddess. Being the Boldogasszony means guarding the
light and guiding it back, She is the Gate of Life and Death. She is the Earth from which all life-forms rise and She is the one who receives the bodies not needed any longer thus making new life
possible. She guards and protects all creatures on Earth. Allegorically in our tradition, She is the Hungarian Earth which is connected to the heavenly Hungarian land, thus enabling Hungarian life
reborn constantly. This means Hungarian mind has a vegetal aspect, accepting the female principle about Boldogasszony (the Hungarian “nő” means 1. female/woman, 2. to grow, while “növény”
means plant, literally “one that grows/has grown”). Boldogasszony holidays can be found all round the year, all of them connecting to the female principle, the order of nature and its cosmic force.
“Napba öltözött” (clothed with the Sun) means She is often pictured with golden rays – like that of the Sun – around her." (source: Hunor and Magor by Gabor Pap) DOWNLOAD
5 See the case of the Hungarian Csángó  nation from Moldova (Romania), who up to this day are denied any rights of schooling along with the denial of rights to Catholic ceremonies in their 

own Hungarian dialect or in the official litarary Hungarian language. All Hungarians are still persecuted because of their Christianity by the Roman spirit on their own homland as “forigners.”

http://hungarians.weebly.com/hunor--magor.html
http://hungarians.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/0/3/20035969/hunmag.pdf


TRIA NON – Three times NO

“The word “Tria-non” means three times ‘No’
No! – first it means no to the divine order, which created the Carpathian basin as a single unit, together with its – in all aspects –
interdependent people.
No! – secondly it means no to reason, since it could be foreseen, that man – created to God’s own image – can never defer to this gross
injustice. They cast wind, and, as it could be expected, they would harvest a storm. Who will be responsible once the storm breaks out –
as it really has broken out?
An finally, the third “No!” was said to fairness. If there was a nation which was undoubtedly innocent in breaking out the first world war,
the prime minister of which nation objected to the declaration of war till the last minute – this nation was us, it was Hungary. And who
was punished the most severely, the most unfairly of all the belligerent ones…?” (Gábor Pap – Trianon - An attempted murder of a nation
unmasked)

“None of the defeated suffered so much as Hungary did. It was literally quartered, in the name of rightfulness. Its sentence was equal to
execution. No forced peace has ever been so one-sidedly brutal, such pointlessly wrecking, lead by hatred, such that forgot the teachings
of world history, not taking into account, that it awakens old rancour – like this “clever and indemnificatory” peace of 1920.” (Henri
Pozzi, Les Coupables, Paris, 1934)

The west is kept blindfolded on purpose and its ears are not accustomed hearing the Truth. In this way will never
comprehend that Trianon was just an early stage of the modern liquidation of the whole of Europe. The west can't
imagine the mentality of the scavenger feeding off the body of Virgin Mary. What it doesn't know has to destroy,
and since doesn't know anything, all has to be destroyed. Such is the mentality of the scavenger. The west doesn't
know how it is to be blamed, persecuted and punished for telling the Truth. But soon will find out. Soon Europe
will find out how it is to live with your “frenemies”, how one's land becomes another's country, how lies become
Truth, mass murderers national heroes and the victim a criminal.

How come one may say such things, what the west knows and does not know? How come states were permitted
into the  European Union where racial  hate(!) is  institutionalized(!!!)?6 It  would be something that  Europeans
should pounder on a little bit, if it would be known... In the same manner, based on deceit and blindness is that
the  dismemberment  of  Hungary  occurred...  European  continent  is  next.  Instead  of  all  the  post  communist
countries to be lifted to the level of Germany, Scandinavia or Britain, they are going to be broken down to the level
of communism. Even worse. European Union has been a hoax from the beginning, the only way for European
nations to coexist is by organic complementarity (reciprocity). The European Union is a mere continuation of the
Soviet Union (homogenization). What's the difference between a white five-pointed star, a red or a yellow five-
pointed star? It's the same ideology of egalitarianism born in the so called “French revolution”. What in east is
progress, in west is evolution. What in east is proletarian, in west is working class or employee. What we have in
east as internationalism, in west we have it as multiculturalism. At the heart of it is the same Marxist utopian state.
Since Magyars have survived annihilation, the puppeteer has realized that in order not to be discovered, all of
Europe has to be erased from the face of the Earth. Such is the behaviour of those who are fighting a losing game.
The criminal state and the people with a criminal mind, partners in crime. Evil and sinister working together for
the fall of mankind. Suffering the pains of a thousand deaths, all because Truth can not be annihilated. Trianon is
the legalization of murder. To get rid of their guilt and frustrations they exteriorize it with hate and aggression
towards the surviving victims of their genocide. They don't like Magyars, for they don't like the Truth.

6 Such laws as the “Beneš decrees” and other “legal” issues on the occupied territories that confiscated the land, the estates, closed down schools, forbid cultural life of Hungarians and persecuted 
them on racial or religious basis, and still does even up to this day. See the case of so called “flag wars”, that forbids the usage of the Szekler flag. Or the interdiction of “Igazi Csíki Sör”  a 
Transylvanian Hungarian brand beer.



If Europe wants to know its future, it has to look no further then the puppet states created out of the body of
Hungary. Puppet states with puppet nations, obedient to the death to the institutionalized historical lies of never
existed thousands of years of history. Defending not morality or human values but the ideologies and propaganda
poured into them since birth. An absolute dictatorship with a friendly mask. First foreign people were flooded into
the given geographical place, then parallel societies created, then no-go zones and then the World War came. They
have been taught they may do whatever they want as long as it is at the terms of the system. And they adore the
system as some deity. They have been heavily traumatized, therefore traumatizing others is the only thing they
know. After the “treaty” we have remained Hungarian, as it was long written in the “Appeal” by Mihály Vörösmarty
in 1836, almost as if he would have predicted the future: 

“In spite of long calamity and centuries of strife,
our strength, though weakened, is not spent; our country still has life.”

We have remained Hungarians even dismembered, our culture and identity reaches beyond the borders of mockery
(gúnyhatár), but the ones who got the territories carry an even bigger burden, that of false national identity, the
burden of  historical  lies,  the constraint of  a theatrical  act  of being who they aren't.  This is  the root of  their
suffering and despise, trying to be something they aren't and never will be. Lying knowingly about a fictitious past
and plunging into a fictitious future that swallows them like the bottomless pit. A theatrical act that goes against
the Creation. The puppet states created after Trianon are a mere polemic against the Creator, just as the whole
business of Trianon. Countries with populations that serve as filling, later on to serve current existing ideologies.
The irony of it all is that the “treaty” is void! Yes, void! It has been void all along, it has been just a tool to justify
assassination of a nation. A crime still remains a crime even if is justified by the means of law. 

Why is the “treaty” of Trianon void? There are some issues, one is that it had been forced upon, dictated upon
Hungarians just as on all the then inhabitants of Hungary. A treaty is usually made between two equal parts,
Hungary and the Hungarian nation was not by far  an equal partner.  Those who made the “treaty” were the
executioners and Hungary was the executed. They were both judge and jury. A show trial. This leads to another
issue, that it was made under foreign occupation and under such circumstances Hungarians were not in control of
their own state. Later on covering it with a mask of a “peaceful treaty” for the whole world to see. Hungary being
occupied and becoming spoils of war together with the lives of millions, yet it never wanted war in the first place.
All the international laws were disregarded, to use a mild term. For they have been executed just as the whole of
Hungary. Sovereignty and the right to self-determination was denied. The picture to be “perfect”, these laws and
rights were used as arguments to create the new puppet states. Under these circumstances do you think any of the
newly created puppet states had any intent to keep their “promises”? Not one, not even one of them has ever
ratified or put in practice any of the points of the “treaty”. How could they? One just can't be fair to its victim that
it had robbed blind and destroyed in a criminal act. After all the “greatest sin” of the victim, that it had survived
and is still alive. Not mentioning that states as Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rumanian Kingdom do not exist any
more! Or that the war ended for Hungary with the “Armistice of Villa Giusti”7.

One clause has to be mentioned, this regards the ethnic component of the territories detached. It specified that the
ethnic components, the ethnicity of the territories must remain unchanged, unharmed. That full territorial and
cultural autonomies have to be given. All we have seen in the last one hundred year is mass deportations of foreign
populations into the severed lands, acting as a puppet army to assimilate or to drive out the ancestral inhabitants of
the specific lands. Those deported are literally up to this day illegal immigrants! At the beginning of the foreign
occupation (still lasting to this day!) the remaining Hungarian leadership in exile declared the only continuity is
within the Hungarian Holy Crown. Authority of which no one ever abrogated and can't be done so! Let's see why.

7 Armistice that ended war between Triple Entente, Italy and Austria-Hungary on 3rd November 1918 (Padua, Italy). Hungary had no territorial losses nor foreign military on its territory.(!!!)



Even if all would have been made in a fair manner, the circumstances (of being under foreign occupation) would
have made the “treaty” doubtful at least. Yet there is another issue, and this is the most important. Since it is not
political but universal and historical. As mentioned before, the Carpathian basin, thusly Hungary, is the land of
Virgin Mary, further more, it is regarded as the body of Virgin Mary. Her rule-ship is ensured by Her Crown, the
Holy  Apostolic  and Angelic  Hungarian  Crown and  all  the  lands  are  under  the  domain  of  the  Crown.  The
Hungarian Holy Crown is regarded as a living entity(!) and the state affairs are just the tool to embody the Crown's
will.  All  originate  from the  Crown and all  return to the  Crown  (Radix  Omnium Possessionum –  The  Root  Of  All
Possessions). Under this concept the earth can't be sold, neither be occupied by foreigners for that matter. How does
one sell the body of Virgin Mary? The kingdom may only work under the authority of the Holy Crown and only
who is crowned with it is accepted as the king. Nobody entitled or invited anyone to do the bidding over the
Hungarian kingdom, nor Hungarians during this period of time. Moreover, in the absence of a king, the authority
of the Crown falls on the Hungarian nation! Thus, the whole nation is crowned(!) and the state affairs belong to
the nation. With Trianon, who attacked Hungary, attacked Virgin Mary!

So, if this “treaty” is absolutely null, why it is so important to know about? Because the evil doers and the profiteer
puppet states talk about it as if it would be valid. Their existence depends on it. Even if valid, did not and are not
living up to it. Sense the contradiction? Secondly, is the greatest crime ever committed against human kind and the
Creation since the crucifixion of Christ, is the crucifixion of Virgin Mary and Her nation, the Magyar nation. If
one will put side by side the story of Jesus and Hungary, will find the two being similar. This resemblance was
recognized by many in the west and cried out: “Christ of Nations.”8 This happened again in 1956.9 (See “Way of the
Cross of Hungary”) Whether Europe and the whole world will see and comprehend these things or there shall be no
future. Europe must face the Truth or it will face extinction. Has to get rid of the Roman mentality. Romulus vs
Remus that is based on Cain vs Abel, brother killing brother over another's land. Europe has to decide where does
it stand. On the side of Christ, or that of the Antichrist? For those who serve death, shall receive death. Those who
serve Life, will take part in redemption and resurrection. There is no excuse for knowing a wrongfulness had been
done and doing nothing to make it right in the name of morality, of all that is know good and right by mankind.
Or Europe will just be contented with digging its own grave... Digging it ever deeper, day by day, will not solve
anything. The only sure way out of all this is Truth, speaking the Truth clearly and baldly! The nations of Europe
will not be able to coexist until will not see things as they are. As Trianon was an assassination attempt against
Hungary, what is going on today in Europe is nothing but an assassination attempt against the continent. After the
plotters have went in our name and exterminated America, Africa, Australia, Asia and the Middle East, now it
comes full circle back from where it all  began. And the parasite wants to finish off its host, no witnesses are
allowed. It all started here, in the continent of Europe. Way back with the forcing of Judeo-christianity 10 upon the
free nations of Europe, the ongoing centuries of butchering by the “Holy Inquisition”, the destruction of the
archaic cultures and languages. Until the parasite shaped the continent to its own liking and image, erasing the
ancient past, cutting the roots and feeding the nations with fake history and a distorted idea about themselves and
their ancestry of being pagans, savages and barbarians11. The future will be ever so brutal if Europe will not come
to its senses. The more the parasite runs out of time, the more aggressive becomes. Instead of religious inquisition
we may have a cybernetic inquisition, instead of fire spitting dragons we may have drones flying over head and
instead of  the wrath of  the “Almighty God” we may have “extraterrestrials”.  The goal  is  to keep the nations
subdued in fear, obedient for profit, smart enough to know how to run the machines but stupid enough not to
figure out how the machines work. We must remember! Remember the past. Remember our ancestors who lived
and died free by their own will. 

8 “Truly this was the Son of God.” ~ Matthew 27:54
9 Hungarian Uprising of 1956, a nationwide uprising against communist dictatorship and Soviet occupation. It lasted from 23rd of October up to 10th of  November.
10 “Judeo-christianity” has ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO with the teachings of Christ! The old and new Testament God are NOT the same!!! (2 Samuel 12:31 KJV, Douay-Rheims 1899)
The old Testament “god” is revengeful and punishing, while the New Testament God is benevolent, loving and forgiving; sending His Son to mankind's redemption. (John 13:34-35, Matthew 23)
Christian customs as Easter or Christmas were originally pagan customs of spring equinox and winter solstice.
11 Pagan means villager, from Latin “pagus”. Also means a gentile, a non Judeo-christian! Savage means untamed, all the creatures of Nature are “untamed.” Barbarian originally meant non-Greek.

http://trianon100.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/0/3/20035969/via_crucis.pdf
http://trianon100.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/0/3/20035969/via_crucis.pdf


Very soon the British may hear that King Arthur was not British, Peter Pan is an ancient folk tale of a different
people or Saint Patrick is a saint of a different religion that is now invading the continent. Does not matter how
ludicrous or pathetic the said things are, important is the polemic. If the polemic is made then the side in defence
could be blamed guilt on as an oppressor, a racist or instigator. Very soon the Spanish may hear that Don Quijote
is the national hero of a different culture, Italians may hear the same about Pinocchio or that Date Aleghieri was
never Italian. The Scandinavians may hear that Odin and Thor were stolen from the “ancient culture” of another
people when Vikings raided the middle east. The Finns may hear that Väinämöinen and the saga of Kalevala was
never theirs, but the product of some other people. And very soon the whole of Europe may find out that after all
Chopin, Puccini, Brahms and Shakespeare, Hugo, Goethe and Michelangelo, Van Gogh, Goya and Giordano
Bruno, Galileo, Copernicus and so forth on, were after all never European!!!

Just as we Magyars found out after Trianon that Liszt was Slovakian, our kings were Rumanians, our history and
language was all stolen from Slavs and we, we are not even Magyars! Yes, we aren't even Magyars but “Finno-
ugrian, Turkic, Mongol barbarian pagans” chased off into these lands from far east. The false Anglo-Saxon, Aryan
and Indo-european invasion theories are all such lies. This is the grim future that awaits Europe, if will not face the
Truth. Europe must face the Truth! “We have had to face it through five hundred years of genocide. We have had to face the Truth,
we have had to live the Truth, we have had to die the Truth.12” The words of John Trudell are not just mere exaggerations,
just as on the American continent, we Magyars had to face genocide for hundreds of years. Two world wars, the
“treaty” of Trianon is just the peak. We can see the slowly decaying process that is taking before our eyes stretching
through the centuries. Who soever tries to mention it is labelled with an unfavourable label. Things come back full
circle, yet we Magyars we lived through many “Trianons”, many times our lands were occupied by foreign invading
forces like the Tatars, Ottomans or the Habsburg empire. This one meticulously prepared and contemplated the
death of our nation that reached its final destination with the dismemberment of Hungary. Yet, we have lived
through this somehow as well. Now they suddenly realize that in order to achieve their goal, they have to liquidate
all of Europe. We are not so sure how much the west is able or not to see through these power plays. The final goal
is the total extermination of Life on Earth!

We Magyars have been all alone, all by ourselves in the middle of Europe, not one soul caring nor understanding
Truth or our cause. We have worn the Carpathians as the Crown of Thorns, we have worn Trianon as our cross.
Truly, we've been nailed to Trianon like Jesus to the cross, for those who don't recognize or want their Redeemer,
crucify Him. The rest of the nations that fed on the body of Hungary like hyenas 13, have gotten the same, if not a
far worse fate. They wear the mark of the beast, their false national identities. In our folklore we have the hero who
gets cut up into several pieces but in the end he rises from death seven times stronger, seven times wiser, seven
times more beautiful. We've been alone in our death, it would be much pleasant if we will not be alone in our
resurrection.

DEDICATED TO THE HOLY NAME OF ALL THE ANCESTRAL INHABITANTS OF MOTHER EARTH. 
THAT OF TURTLE ISLAND, AFRICA, AUSTRALIA AND EURASIA. WHO HAVE FELL DURING THE CENTURIES,

PROTECTING MOTHER EARTH, LIFE AND TRUTH.

"WHO'S DESTRUCTION IS ATTEMPTED BY RAISING WEAPON AGAINST THE CREATOR, NOT ONLY HIS
DESTRUCTION WON'T OCCUR BUT WILL BECOME INDESTRUCTIBLE."

~ István Kocsis (Hungarian dramaturge, historian)

"FOR NOW WE SEE THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY; BUT THEN FACE TO FACE: 
NOW I KNOW IN PART; BUT THEN SHALL I KNOW EVEN AS ALSO I AM KNOWN."

~ Corinthians I 13:12

12 John Trudell (Santee Dakota poet and thinker, 1946 – 2015) – Take back the Earth, Thanks giving speech
13 “Among the hyenas of war, the Rumanians are the lowest.” - Georges Clemenceau, prime minister of France, October 1918. See Pozzi, Henri: Századunk bűnösei… (Criminals of Our 

Century). Translated by Frigyes Marjay. Budapest, 1936, p. 199. See also  Kocsis István - The Mystery & Doctrine of the Holy Crown p. 39.

http://hungarians.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/0/3/20035969/kocsis_istvan_-_the_holy_crown.pdf


“We’re faced with a very serious situation in this generation. There are insane people who wish to rule the world. They wish to continue
to rule the world on violence and repression, and we are all the victims of that violence and repression. We as the indigenous people of the
western hemisphere have been resisting this violence and oppression for 500 years. We know that the black people have been resisting it
for at least that long. And we know that the white people have had to endure it thousands of years. And now it’s come full swing to this
generation that we live in. (…) We cannot allow this to continue to go on. (…) ...we cannot expect that they’re going to change for us.
They are going to become more repressive because it’s a matter of dollars and their illusionary concepts of power. We have to re-establish
our identity. We have to understand who we are and where we fit in the natural order of the world, because our oppressor deals in
illusions. They tell us that it is power, but it is not power. They may have all the guns, and they may have all the racist laws and judges,
and they may control all the money, but that is not power. These are only imitations of power, and they are only power because in our
minds we allow it to be power. (…) The brutality of the American Corporate State way of life is nothing more than violence and
repression and it doesn’t have anything to do with power. It is brutality. It’s a lack of a sane balance. (…) They have made us out of
balance. They have come into our minds and they have come into our hearts and they’ve programmed us. (…) And because we are out of
balance we no longer have the power to deal with them. (…) See, we are power. (…) We are a part of the natural world. All of the things
in the natural world are a natural part of the Creation and feed off the energy of our Sacred Mother Earth. We are power. (…) We look at
the oppressor and we look at the enemy because they have the most guns and the most lies and the most money. People start to feel
powerless. We are power, we are a Natural part of the Creation, we were put here on the Sacred Mother Earth to serve a purpose. (…)
They have made us to believe that they are power. But they are not, they are violent and they are brutal, but they are not power. (…) As a
Natural part of the Earth, we have the energy and the power that IS the Earth. The Earth will take care of us if we will remember the
Earth, in more than just our words.” ~ John Trudell (Santee Dakota poet and thinker. 1946 – 2015) – Take back the Earth, Thanks
Giving speech

“No matter what they ever do to us, we must always act for the love of our people and the Earth. We must not react out of hatred against
those who have no sense” ~ John Trudell

“The Great Lie is that this is civilization. It's not civilized. It has literally been the most blood-thirsty brutalizing system ever imposed
upon this planet. This is not civilization, this is the Great Lie. Or if it does represent civilization, and that is truly what civilization is, then
the Great Lie is that civilization is good for us.” ~ John Trudell

"WHY SEEK YE THE LIVING AMONG THE DEAD?"
~ Luke 24:5

"I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: 
And whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die." ~ John 11:25-26

"I am he that liveth, and was dead; and, behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen;
and have the keys of hell and of death." ~Revelations 1:18

“And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him:
 and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.” ~Revelations 6:2

“And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he
doth judge and make war. His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man

knew, but he himself. And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The Word of God.
And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.

And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron:
and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written,

King Of Kings, And Lord Of Lords.” ~ Revelation 19:11-16

“I will give unto him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely.” ~ Revelations 21:16

“I  A M   A L P H A   A N D   O M E G A”
~ Revelations 22:13



Beata Mater Virginis, Regina Hungariae – Virgin Mother Goddess, Virgin Mary – Boldogasszony, Úrnő

HEAVENLY LIVING TRUTH – The Apostolic and Angelic Hungarian Holy Crown



 – The Apostolic Hungarian Kingdom – (Archiregnum, Regnum Marianum, Regina Regnorum)

“THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS AT HAND.” ~Matthew 10:7
“MY KINGDOM IS NOT OF THIS WORLD” ~John 18:36 



ADDENDUM: After one hundred years the parties involved are still trying to “prove” with crooked reasoning how the “treaty” of
Trianon was justified. This is gruesome and unacceptable. The crucifixion of Jesus can not be justified. One who does not recognise its
Redeemer has sealed its faith. After two thousand years of the act of crucifixion they do the same thing with the Mother of God, Virgin
Mary. She is also known as Regina Hungariae, Eternal Queen of Hungary (Úrnő). By this She is also the patroness (protector) of Magyars.
Note that a patroness may not be also a queen, but a queen is also a patroness. From this results that Hungary is eternal! Hungary was
know throughout history as Regnum Marianum, Reign of Mary, and also as Hungaria Archiregnum, Arch Kingdom. Archi- is a word-
forming element meaning chief, primeval, model (prototype). The land, that is also Her body, is under her domain. Her rule-ship is
ensured by the Holy Hungarian Apostolic and Angelic Crown and the Doctrine of the Holy Crown. The Crown is regarded as a living
entity and referred to as Heavenly Living Truth (Égi Élő Igazság). Originating from the Heavens being brought to Earth by angels, is
capable of both rewarding and punishing. The Crown is a initiation crown, meaning it was only used at the coronation. The lands of the
Crown are known as its subjects and are referred to as the countries of the Holy Crown (Szent Korona Orszagái).

Because Virgin Mary is the Queen, the person crowned with the Holy Crown is only secondary. The king and the nation are as equals,( !!!)
working together to ensure the manifestation of the will of the Crown. The Crown seeks a “head” for its self to be crowned and not the
nation seeks a “head” to crown as a king. In the absence of a crowned king, this duty falls on the nation, meaning the nation is crowned.
The coronation with the Holy Crown ensures the existence of the Sacred Rule, the king crowned is an apostle. The title derives from the
nature of the Crown.  

The  system  of  the  Holy  Crown  reflects  the  Natural  organic  order  of  Life.  Both  parties,  the  king  and  the  nation,  working  in
complementarity serving as “fail-safe” for one another. In such a system tyranny, dictatorship or oppression can not take place. Currently
the human race is living under a psychological tyranny, and it is shown that self defence is aggressive, uncivilized, primitive. Using such
crooked reasoning the oppression of the ancestral nations, or invading new ones is justified. This is why the Hungarian Holy Crown is so
important. The Holy Crown and it's system is made for the entire human race and is the only one that could save the human race from
final extinction. 
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